PUBLICATIONS: Chronological List

I. Chapters in Edited Books


I. **Chapters in Edited Books**—continued


**Maurice Allais is the 1989 Nobel Laureate in Economics.**


**Maurice Allais is the 1989 Nobel Laureate in Economics.**


I. **Chapters in Edited Books**—continued


II. **Journal Articles**


II. Journal Articles—continued


**This article was selected by the Institute of Management Sciences as the Lead Article for the issue, and a semifinalist of the 1985 Franz Edelman Award for Management Science Achievement.**


II. Journal Articles—continued


**This volume of invited papers, entitled "Choice Under Uncertainty" and edited by Peter C. Fishburn and Irving H. LaValle, received the 1991 Decision Analysis Publication Award from the Operations Research Society of America.**


II. Journal Articles—continued


II. Journal Articles—continued


II. **Journal Articles—continued**


III. Edited Volumes

